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Bomber's Radar
Qeneral Survey of the Three Primary Systems Used by Bomber Command

By C. B. BAILEY-WATSON

SO much has recently been published about radar since
the security restrictions were alleviated that the sub
ject is, on the surface, last becoming hackneyed. How-

ever, up till now, no description has been given of the
operational use of the three main systems used by R.A.F.
Bomber Command, although the code name titles of the
systems, Gee, Oboe and H2S, were recently released.

Readers of Flight will by now have gained a fairly good
insight nito the basic fundamentals of radar from the
articles which have already appeared from time to time,
and, in view ol this, we are here going to deal only with
what happens in operation and with the way in which the
systems are used.

First, it is worth while going back to the early days of
the'war in order to gain some appreciation of what bombing
conditions were originally like, when the crews were doing
their best to cope in spite of having no especial aids. In
1940 there was only one group (equipped with Whitleys)
in Bomber Command which was trained for night opera-
tions ; however, all the remaining groups were fairly quickly
trained, and, as time went on, bombing was increased.
Nevertheless, it was ascertained that, despite good reports,
the average of hits on the targets was little more than 3
per cent of the total dropped.

During the latter part of 1941 efforts were made to
plan raids with a degree of accuracy, and, as a help, the
Boffins (civilian scientists) were working flat-out to give
the bomber crews accurate navigational aids. The first
of these was Gee, and its first great success was the famous
1,000-bomber raid on Cologne on May 31st, 1942, when
1,700 tons of bombs were lifted and 30 per cent, were
recorded as target strikes: an increase in efficiency which
paralleled the size of the raid. In this spectacular and
pioneer foray between 300 and 400 aircraft equipped with
Gee were included in the main force of 1,000.

It must not be thought that Gee is a bombing instru-
ment or system ; it is purely a navigational aid by means
of which the aircraft's position may be determined at any
time to a fairly high order of accuracy. Briefly, tho system
comprises ground stations in tHis country which are con-
stantly transmitting sheets of radio signals, which emanate
in hyperbolic lines of individually constant signal strength
over a wide area As the separate lines of signals from,
for example, station B intersect the lines of signals from
station C, and as the position of each individual signal line
is charted and given a number, by learning :"rom the Gee

set in the aircraft which intersection of lines obtains, refer-
ence to the chart will give the exact position of tbe
machine. • • .

On the cathode screen of the set are two fluorescent
scales, horizontally one above the other, and both are
bounded at the lett end by a datum " spike " known as
the A marker. Each scale is calibrated in divisions of
five, the top scale being for B signals and the bottom for
C signals. On these scales appear " t r a c e s " or "spikes,"
together with little patches of light which are called
"strobes," and the operator must tune-in on his controls
to bring the strobes directly beneath the trace spikes. The
number of divisions from the datum A marker to the spikes
are then counted and, shall we say, give whole numbers of
40 for B scale and 130 for C scale. When this is done,\sj|
switch is turned to give great magnification cf the scj^s
and traces, and the decimal fraction part of the number
can then be determined. For example, we will assume
that the readings obtained are 6 = 40.74 and C= 130.35.
All that the navigator has then to do is look at his Gee
map on which all the signal lines are printed, find where
B 40.74 and C 130.35 intersect, and that is the position of
the aircraft. To aid him further, B lines are printed in red
on the chart and C lines in blue.

Two Miles or Less
This, then, is Gee, which, from this country, would get

an aircraft to its target in Germany within an accuracy of
two miles, which, however, could be bettered by a first-
class operator. Needless to say, as with all radar systems,
visibility or general weather conditions have no effect upon
its operation. Probably the greatest advantage to air-
crews was the use of Gee for homing, and for this very
pleasant application the intersecting signal values at base
are determined, the B signals, for instance, set on the
screen, and then all the pilot has to do is fly along the
particular B signal line until both the B and C signal strobes
show up directly beneath the A marker. The aircraft is
then directly over its base.

Following Gee, the next radar system introduced was
Oboe and, to the lay observer, it is the most amazing of
all. Oboe was first used by the Pathfinders to mark Essen
in March, 1943, for the main bombing force. Until this
raid, Bomber Comma:m\ had lost 368 aircraft in attacking
Krupps, but the six Pathfinder Mosquitoes which, on Oboe,
dropped 24 target indicators to mark Krupps for the main

The blister on the belly of this Halifax is where the H2S scanner is housed. Usually, the rear end is Perspex although, as
above, in some cases this does not apply.
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bombing force enabled no less than 83 per cent,
of the-bombs lifted to be registered as on-
target strikes.

It is of interest to record that the advent ol
radar made the magnificent work of the Path-
finder Force possible and, consonantly, the
wonderful efficiency of our bombing attack
When the P.F.F. Mosquitoes ground-marked a
target the name given to the operation was
Parramatta, and when the uncanny system of
skv-marking was used, the operation was
railed Wanganui. Both these types of target
marking are "blind," that is, they are done
on radar, but when the Oboe system was used
the word "Musical" was added to the title.
"Newhaven " was the name of another system
of target .marking which included both visual
and blind marking. It is unfortunate that
space forbids our dilating upon these intriguing
types of operation ; nevertheless, the radar part
of the job is in itself of more than passing
interest.

Oboe makes use of two ground stations, one
Jn Norfolk, the other in Kent, the former being
stow 11 as the "releasing" station and the
latter as the "tracking" station. The track-
ing station transmits a component of a signal
beam which runs as a segment of a circle
through the target, the radius of the circle
being the distance of the target from the track-
ing station. The remaining component of the
signal beam is supplied by the aircraft equip-
ment. Signals are purely aural, there being no
visual representation whatsoever; the pilot and navigator
each receive signals through their earphones, the pilot's
being high pitched, the navigator's low. Each has his own
set of signals and consequently the bombing or marking
operation is a conjoint effort.

Very Nar row B e a m

We will take the pilot's signals first. Initially, the air-
craft must be flown to a waiting point at one end of the
beam, and this can be done either by orthodox navigation
or by flying on a W/T beam from this country. Having
arrived at the waiting point Oboe is switched on and the
signals heard. These are the morse T (-) and the morse
E (•) which, when overlapping, give a continuous note
in the earphones. The overlap zone is only 17 yards wide
and so it may be appreciated that pretty accurate flying
is needed to keep the continuous note from breaking down
into dots or dashes, as deviations from the curved path
of the beam will bring about.

Subsidiary beams, concentric with the main beam, are
spaced at 5-, 10- and 15-mile intervals on both sides, and
as these give signals of X, Y and Z respectively over andv
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cathode-ray tube, on the convex silvered end of which the fluorescent trace
or image is registered.

The two revolutionary valve elements which made all the difference to
transmission. The brass valve on the left is the receiver valve and

the other is the magnetron,

above the dots and dashes making up the main beam,
the pilot will know his position with a fair degree of
accuracy if he should, by some mishap, be late in getting
to the waiting point.

As the aircraft flies along the beam it transmits signals
which are received at the releasing station and, conse-
quently, as its range is steadily increasing from the releas-
ing station, it is possible to plot, at the latter, the exact
position of the aircraft at any one instant. It is, of course,
absolutely essential that, once on the beam, the pilot flies
his aircraft at a constant height and fixed air speed. He
must on no account vary these factors.

i-iaving, for example, switched on the system at the
waiting point, we will now follow the aircraft along the
curved path of the beam which leads across the target—
the pilot keeping the continuous high-pitched note coming
through. The navigator is sitting there listening and, at
10-minutes' flying time from the target, he hears four
morse As which are followed by a continuous low note
until, at 8 minutes from target, he gets four Bs. When
5 minulgs away four Cs come through, again followed by

•--Hie oontinubtKj. note which breaks at 3-minutes' distance
to four Ds. After this the continuous
note comes through until only 5
seconds away from the target, when
five pips are heard for 7.\ seconds fol-
lowed by a 2|-second dash. The
navigator has the bomb-release button
in his hand and, as the 2j-second dash
ends, he presses it and the bombs have
gone. Immediately the set is then
switched off and the aircraft heads for
home.

This, however, is not the end. At
the releasing station a graphic record
of the run has been made automatic-
ally, and when the crew get back it is
they who are told how they have per-
formed. It is no good them saying
they were bang on when they can be
confronted in black and white with
evidence that they were, in fact, 50
yards oft.

The third of the Bomber Command
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B O M B E R ' S R A D A R

radai systems is known by the somewhat cryptic title of
H2B, and has already been described to a certain extent in
previous issues oi l-'light. This is .the device which has been
colloquially called the genbox, and has the great advantage
that it is completely self-contained in each aircraft and
has no relation to ground stations whatsoever. H2S was
first used with effect on Hamburg in July, 1943. seven
attacks—four K.A.F. and three U.S.A.A.F.—resulting in
the place being virtually wiped-out. Krupps also had its
final demolition through H2S -when 5,000 tons were un-
loaded at 2.30 in the afternoon in March of this year ;
10/10 cloud covered the target and the Pathfinders marked
it with smoke puffs (a day version of Wanganui) which
guided the bomb aimers of the ir i in force.

What makes H2S so valuable is that, being in ioto an
aircraft installation, it can be used anywhere in the world
—furthermore it cannot very well be jammed. The air-
craft carries the transmitting and receiving stations, the
transmitter emitting a pulsating sheet of scanning signals
downwards and outwards in conjunction with a parabolic
"mi r ro r " which rotates in phase with the sweep of the
scanning signals at about 50 r.p.m. The exploring sheet
of signals impinge on the earth's surface and set into
oscillation everything thereon (with the exception of
water), the oscillation so caused thereupon re-radiating
into space a fraction of energy. This minute amount of
energy is received back at the aircraft and amplified to
give a pictorial representation on a cathode-tube screen.

These ground returns, as they are called, appear on
the screen in greenish patches, 'but any regular solid in
the form of a factory, for example, will ensure a good-
quality return and will appear' on the screen as a lighter
green patch. As water gives no return at all, a coastline
or river will appear on the screen as a sharply defined dark
area, and a town will appear as a patch of lightish green
of a shape approximating to the actual shape of the town,
although no really accurate degree of definition is possible.

On the screen a ' ' spoke' ' light-band extending from
the centre (which represents the aircraft's position) to the
periphery sweeps round the screen at the same speed as
the sweep of the scanning signals, that is, 50 r.p.m. The
ground returns given on the screen are brought about by
the passage of the spoke and fade after it has passed, but

the properties of a fluoroscope are such that the image
lingers and is, of course, regenerated approximately once
each second so that the shape and position is fairly readily
determined. This system is not very good at low altitudes.
because the ground returns are then so intense as to make
the perception of any one particular feature rather difficult.

The range swept by the scanner can be varied, and a
pip of light on the spoke band can be aligned on the image
of a given town in order that the distances of the aircraft
from that town can be read off against a scale. Addition-
ally, there is a second spoke which does not sweep round
although its radial position on the screen is determined by
the aircraft's heading. In conjunction with this, a glass
plate is fitted over the screen and engraved on its surface
is a diametral gridline. This plate has a serrated edge and
has degrees of arc marked around its perimeter, and in
order to obtain the bearing of a town relative to the air-
craft, the bearing spoke of the screen is brought over the
image of the town and the gridline turned until it is coin-
cident with the bearing spoke. The bearing of the town
relative to the aircraft's head is then read off the graduate^P
scale oti the gridplate.

H2S is not normally operated by the navigator, but is
the special concern of another crew member, called, in
Service parlance, the "box-basher," whose job it is to
give the navigator the information the latter requires. The
box-basher's job is by no means an easy one, and it is
easy to understand that, after sitting for hours peering at
a dim, flickering screen, he should climb out of the aircraft
and totter into the interrogation officer feeling somewhat
dopey and with puffed-up, bloodshot and aching eyes.

If the descriptions of the wonders of radar systems and
the enormous aid they have given to the bomber crews
have given the impression that the bombing raids were
semi-automatic and the crews had a great deal of their
work automatically done for them, let it be dispelled once
and for all. Radar made the accuracy of our bombing
attack possible, but it in no way alleviated the hardships
and hazards undertaken by every man on every raid. The
aircrews of Bomber Command have had a gruelling, tough
and mortally dangerous job throughout our years of war—
a job second to none in any branch of any Service—they
are the power and the glory of our Air Force.

R.A.F. GIFT TO DANES

AT Aarhus,. in Denmark, recently, the scene of one of the
most spectacular R.A.F. Mosquito "pin-point" attacks,

Air Chiei Marshal Sir W. Bholto Douglas, Air Commander-in-
Chiet British Air Forces of Occupation, presented to the Crown
Prince of Denmark a cheque for 470,000 kroner (about £20,000).
The presentation was made at the biggest store in Aarhus when
Sir Sholto Douglas opened an R.A.F. exhibition there.

The cheque was a contribution from the R.A.F. to aid those
Danes unavoidably injured in the R.A.F. raid on the Gestapo
Headquarters at Aarhus, Copenhagen and Odense It repre-
sented the proceeds of the big R.A.F. fly-past which took place
in Copenhagen last month, and at which more than half the
population of Copenhagen were spectators. The Crown Prince
and Sir Sholto Douglas arrived at the exhibition together,
and the crews of six of the Mosquitos which took part in all
the three "pin-point" attacks in Denmark were also present.
Typhoon squadrons of No. 83 Group flew over Aarhus at roof-
top height at the same time.

The exhibition was similar to those already seen by millions
in Brussels, Paris, Copenhagen, Antwerp and Nice.

In addition to hundreds of photographs of all phases of the
activities of the R.A.F., there is a Link trainer which the
spectators can use, a Spitfire, a cinema showing R.A.F. docu-
mentary films, and working models of all types of R.A.F.
apparatus.

THE WANBOROUGH ACCIDENT

IT was not stated, at the adjourned inquest at Godalming
last week, what was the nature of the secret device on

which Mr. Henry V. Becker (34), Scientific Officer, Royal
Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, was engaged when he
was killed on August 23rd at Wanborough, near Guildford,

through the disintegration in the air of the Mosquito aircraft
in which he was acting as observer. Walter George Bushell,
Senior Engineer Officer of the Experimental Flying Depart-
ment at Faniborough, told the coroner that he had no doubt
whatever that the aircraft before the accident was thoroughly
serviceable.

The accident, said witness, was caused through adverse
characteristics developing in the experimental equipment.
This •experimental equipment was being developed to u i
aircraft safer, and Mr. Becker had been engaged on these J
since their beginning.

Fit. Lt. Clive L. Brooke, R.A.F., Farnborough, the injured
pilot of the aircraft, said that.it broke up in mid-air without
apparent cause. " I was thrown out but had sufficient con-
sciousness to pull the cord of my parachute."

Medical evidence was given that Mr. Becker's-death was clue
to multiple fractures and injuries, and a verdict of accidental
death was recorded.

AVRO VICTORY BANQUET

AN Avro Victory Banquet organised by the Superintendents'
and Foremen's Joint Council was held recently at Belle

Vue, Manchester. The guest of honour was Sir Roy Dobson,
C.B.E., director and general manager, who paid a tribute to
the energy and skill of some 300 key personnel who had made
possible the organisation of the Avro bomber programme. Sir
Roy outlined the achievements of the company during the
war and forecast a period of intensive research and develop-
ment in the peace to come. " I would like to give you all a
rest," he said, " but if I did so, it would be ' goodbye ' to
Avro."

The dinner was followed by a programme of entertainment,
and music was played during the evening by the Avro Band.
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